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EcolE hôtElièrE dE lausannE

The Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne (EHL) is the co-publisher of The Hotel Yearbook. As the oldest Hotel 

School in the world, EHL provides university education to students with talent and ambition, who are aiming 

for careers at the forefront of the international hospitality industry. Dedicated to preparing tomorrow’s 

executives to the highest possible level, EHL regularly adapts the contents of its three academic programs 

to reflect the latest technologies and trends in the marketplace. Since its founding in 1893, the Ecole 

hôtelière de Lausanne has developed more than 25’000 executives for the hospitality industry, providing 

it today with an invaluable network of contacts for all the members of the EHL community. Some 1’800 

students from over 90 different countries are currently enjoying the unique and enriching environment of 

the Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne.

horwath htl

Horwath Hotel, Tourism and Leisure consulting are the world’s number one hospitality consulting 

organisation, operating since 1915. Horwath HTL are the industry choice ; a global network offering 

complete solutions in markets both local and international. Through involvement in thousands of projects 

over many years, Horwath HTL have amassed extensive, in-depth knowledge and understanding of the 

needs of hotel & real estate companies and financial institutions.

Horwath HTL are the world’s largest consulting organisation specialised in the hospitality industry, with 50 

offices in 39 countries. They are recognised as the pre-eminent specialist in Hotels, Tourism and Leisure, 

providing solutions through a combination of international experience and expert local knowledge.

hsyndicatE

With an exclusive focus on global hospitality and tourism, Hsyndicate.org (the Hospitality Syndicate) 

provides electronic news publication, syndication and distribution on behalf of some 750 organizations 

in the hospitality vertical. Hsyndicate helps its members to reach highly targeted audience-segments 

in the exploding new-media landscape within hospitality. With the central idea ‘ONE Industry, ONE 

Network’, Hsyndicate merges historically fragmented industry intelligence into a single online information 

and knowledge resource serving the information-needs of targeted audience-groups throughout the 

hospitality, travel & tourism industries… serving professionals relying on Hsyndicate’s specific and 

context-relevant intelligence delivered to them when they need it and how they need it.

cornEll univErsity school of hotEl administration

Founded in 1922, Cornell University’s School of Hotel Administration was the first collegiate program in 

hospitality management. Today it is regarded as one of the world’s leaders in its field. The school’s highly 

talented and motivated students learn from 60 full-time faculty members – all experts in their chosen 

disciplines, and all dedicated to teaching, research and service. Learning takes place in state-of-the-

art classrooms, in the on-campus Statler hotel, and in varied industry settings around the world. The 

result : a supremely accomplished alumni group-corporate executives and entrepreneurs who advance 

the industry and share their wisdom and experience with our students and faculty.

This excerpt from the Hotel Yearbook 2012 
is brought to you by :

Hotel, Tourism and Leisure
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Four questions buyers will be 
asking in 2012
What’S ahead for the induStry’S relatively neW Segment, hotel-branded reSidenceS ? Dan august 
CorDeiro of HotelBranDeDresiDenCes.Com WalkS uS through Some iSSueS that he believeS buyerS 

Will face next year.

Living in hotels is nothing new. But over the past ten years, 

purchasing whole-ownership flats or villas bearing the brand of 

a major hotel group and used at the disposal of the homeowner 

– hotel-branded residences – has become an important part of 

the luxury hotel development business and the residential real 

estate industry. By lending the « halo » of luxury hotel brands 

to for-sale residences, developers have been able to achieve 

pricing premiums of 10 to 50 % over comparable non-branded 

properties. These often generate the feasibility for the hotel 

itself, through both the increase in revenue and the timing of the 

sales proceeds.

By the end of 2011, there will be nearly one hundred operating 

branded residential projects worldwide, affiliated with some 

of the world’s most prestigious hotel chains, such as Four 

Seasons, Ritz-Carlton, St. Regis and Mandarin Oriental. Of 

these, 90 % only became operational between 2007 and 2011, 

with the average hotel-branded residence having operated for 

about four years.

hotEl-BrandEd rEsidEncE dEvElopmEnts opErating 

worldwidE*

*Data only includes whole ownership properties without mandatory 

rental programs, and thus excludes fractionals, residence clubs, 

extended stay and hotel-condos.

Source: HotelBrandedResidences.com

Given the recent surge in operating properties, the business 

model has leapt from conceptual plans to operational realities. 

Branded residences have also weathered the ongoing financial 

crises with several examples of failed projects, bankrupt 

developers and construction defects, resulting in numerous 

lawsuits in the United States, where they have so far been the 

most prevalent.

In 2012, buyers of hotel-branded residences will be more 

sensitive to these downside scenarios and will be scrutinizing 

premiums paid for these properties more than ever. Given that 

they are the cornerstone of the business model, developers that 

build them and hotel brands that use them to grow their hotel 
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portfolios should take another look as well. To do so, start with 

the following four questions, which buyers will, and developers 

and brands should, be asking this year.

QuEstion no. 1 : is thE rEsidEncE truly dEvElopEd 

as a prEmium onE ? 

While virtually all hotel brands do get involved in the design 

and construction of their new hotels, services provided 

specifically to the residences are rare. As such, the quality of 

the residences themselves – both inside the four walls and 

outside – can be inconsistent, despite the brand. If homeowners 

pay a premium for the residences because they bear the hotel’s 

name, both the developer and the hotel chain need to ensure 

that every aspect of the residence reflects the quality of the 

brand and the buyer’s lofty expectations if they want to realize 

a pricing premium.

QuEstion no. 2 : is thE rEsidEncE truly opEratEd 

as a prEmium onE ? 

While the hotel brands pride themselves on providing luxury 

hotel services to their residential owners, the residences are 

not always managed by the same chain that manages the 

hotel. That means that buyers of branded residences interact 

with third-party property managers for some aspects of 

homeownership. If not managed properly, this could reflect 

badly on the entire development and leave buyers wondering 

why they paid a premium in the first place.

QuEstion no. 3 : arE thE tErms of thE salE safEr than 

a non-BrandEd propErty ? 

Buyers of hotel-branded residences often state, « If it’s good 

enough for [the brand], it’s good enough for me. » But in reality, 

the brands have few controls over the offering terms of the 

third-party developers. Thus, buyers who purchase a hotel-

branded residence have many of the same risks as unbranded 

properties. These can include brand-damaging instances 

of operational deficits, bankrupt developers, or construction 

delays and defects. Agreeing to pay a premium does not always 

ensure that homebuyers’ interests are more protected than 

those of non-branded properties.

QuEstion no. 4 : will thE homEownErs 

BE aBlE to gEnEratE thE samE pricE prEmium 

whEn thEy want to sEll ? 

The implication of stronger resale values is one of the oft-

cited reasons why buyers choose branded residences in the 

first place. Yet the hotel brands often disallow homeowners 

from using the name of the brand when reselling, and the 

potential risk of termination or replacement of the hotel brand 

could undermine the premium value that the brand offered 

the residences. This may be the trickiest obstacle, given the 

brands’ intellectual property and the developers’ insistence 

on termination clauses, but if large premiums that underlie the 

entire business model erode, it could force some changes in 

this area.

As the hotel-branded residence industry matures, hoteliers 

and developers alike need to pay more attention to what 

generates the pricing premiums by potential buyers aside from 

the de rigeur lifestyle photography and designer showrooms. 

Addressing these four questions is the first step toward making 

sure that buyer premiums are not a short-lived dream and that 

they withstand the real tests of brand-loyal but demanding 

homeowners. Those developers and brands with good answers 

to these questions will be the ones that can realize sustained 

pricing premiums over the long term. Given that developers rely 

on this premium for their projects to make economic sense and 

the hotel brands would not otherwise have a hotel to manage, 

all parties should take another look to ensure the business 

model delivers on homebuyers’ dreams.

www.hotel-yearbook.com

Those developers and 
brands with good answers 
to these questions will be 
the ones that can realize 
sustained pricing premiums 
over the long term
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Four questions buyers will be 
asking in 2012
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In these challenging times, a boutique law firm seizes the opportunity to provide services which are 
prompt and fees that are accessible, with an emphasis on international transactions.

Preston Arza LLP is a team of proactive and highly experienced attorneys eager to provide 
clients with modern solutions, tailored specifically for their legal needs, and to assist them 
in creating optimal legal and fiscal structures, at competitive rates. As a multilingual and 

multicultural boutique law firm, we bring over 40 years of combined legal experience to add value 
to our clients’ projects and investments, both domestically and internationally.

We invite you to contact us to discuss your needs.

Preston Arza LLP | 8581 Santa Monica Boulevard #710 | West Hollywood, California 90069-4120
Debbie Jaloma | Director, Business Development | debbie@prestonarza.com

Tel. (310) 464-0352 | Fax (310) 943-1701 | www.prestonarza.com

Sol Meliá Vacation Club 
at ME Cancun

Hotel Marina El Cid Spa and Beach Resort 
Puerto Morelos, México 


